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TECHNICAL PEPO"! $1JHMAJY
The object of thlt nrolect Is extend our sarllpr fln'llnos haseH on

Wi

simple stimulus materials to the mastery of Information frnn connlex and
meaningful stimulus materials.

One nalor ouestlon Is hov/ do Individuals

represent (or encode) the Information in meaningful Innut.

* related

question Is how can we, as experimenters, best represent such Information.
For practical reasons we need a way to describe the knowledne contained
In Input If we are to assess just what and how much an individual has
gained fron a learning experience.

For theoretical reasons m nend

a model of how the Individual repres^nts this knowledoe In order to ask
questions about how his particular reorosentatlon Interacts with the
format of the Instructional material.
During the past six months we have devoted much effort towards developing an inteqrat J framework within which to organize our own work and that
from other laboratories.

The framework tries to concentualize what the

individual brings with him to the learning experience—his urior knowledoe
and beliefs, how thev are organized, his expectations and his goals--and
what the Instructional materials communicate to tho learner—startinn
with the purely sensory aspects, the oattems, and the information being
represented.

Somehow the eventual result of a learnino exoerience must

be a product of centrally-guided processes—prior Information and expectations and hypotheses—and peripherally-guided processes—unexpected sensory patterns and new Information that thev convey.
In January the new Prime computer system arrived.

Me began, this summer,

to overhaul the entire software system that acconnanies our POP-IS.

And
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2.
we hwe started thp conplex nrocess of devlslnn a software system that
will enable us to Inteqrate the Prime system Into our current automated
laboratory.
Empirical research, of course, continued alonq the lines discussed
In previous renorts.

Much of the work has been devoted to the question

of how codes and hlqher order units ooerate.

Some of these questions

have been attacked In terms of the word superiority effect.

Pel eher and

Hawkins confirmed previous flndlnqs that the effect can he accounted for.
In part, by the pronounceablllty of a lotter string.

But, and this Is

their added contribution, they further demonstrated that when nrnnounceablllty Is controlled or removed from the nlcture, there still Is a word
superiority effect.

This means that other sorts of codlnq principles

beyond simple pronounceablllty contribute to the effect.
Janet Polf, with her doctoral d1*rertat1on, Is looklnq at another
aspect of the word superiority effect.

She demonstrated, firstly, that

the effect cannot be explained 1n terms of soendlnq more time orocesslnq
words and letters In the letter condition.
phenomenon may Involve two stages.

Her data suqqest that the

In the first staqe, the subiect oro-

cesses the sensory Input to the point of activating or retrieving a
higher order code or unit corresponding (1n thts case) to a word.

The

second stage requires the subject to "unpack" this word chunk In order to
retrieve a component letter.

Hopefully such a finding may give us a clue

to how higher order units In general carry component Information.
Polf, v/ho Is doing her dissertation under'Hyman's direction. Is studying a phenomenon first discovered by Reicher and applylnq a technique

i
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d"vcloped by l/lckplnron and hl^, student«;.

This technique, h^sed on the

spoPd-accuraCv tr^do-of^ naradltp, has f)een aonllpd hy tv/n n* nickelnr^n's
students to problems In semantic memory.

Dosher Is comolctlnn her Mastpr's

Thesis by apolylnq the speed-accuracy oaradlom towards the nrnhlem of
how sentences are reoresented 1i memory.

And Corbett, also for a ''aster's

Thesis, Is applylnq the paradlqm towards the study of various models of
how classifications arc learned within a semantic field.
Hynan and his colleaques completed a series of exoerlments uslnn the
impression formation paradlqm.

They concluded that new information can

be encoded in neneric or specific manner.

When the Information is con-

sistent with what the sub/feet already knows ihotit a tonic, tho new inout
Is encoded in such a way as to strenqthen existinq beliefs rather than to
add to or change them.

Hhen the new innut is not necessarily consistent

with what is known, only those soecific asnects of the new information
are encoded that can be fit into the existing picture.
case, not very much is remembered about tho inout.

In the former

In the latter case,

the input is remembered in rather specific and nonqeneric terms.
Hyman has also returned to the paradiqm in which a data base is "loaded"
into a subject's lonq term memory.

In the earlier work, the data base con-

sisted of a set of nominal propositions about a number of hypothetical individuals.

In the current work, the subject learns about the same individ-

uals both nominal propositions (ones that classify and assign orooerties)
and relative propositions (ones that directly specify relationships between
individuals).

He also learns oarts of the Information about an object at

different times.

Hyman then studies the extent to which subjects can

■MH™1-—
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sfluctlvoly rctrlov» specific Information deoendlnq imnn how the
initial information was learned, its form, and the task context.
Wickelqren continues to turn out a number o^ theoretical studies
both in the area of classical memory and In the area o^ semantic memory.
Reicher has bequn some studies to study sophisticated encod1nq--conoar1nq
experts with novices In various fields of Informatlcr acquisition and
usage.

Schteffer will end his participation in this project this summer.

He now has his own qrant and will devote his research efforts to It.

1.0.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Objectives.
Our plan is to see how we can apply the flndinos and nrocedures from

our previous pro.lect on "Codlnq Systems In Perception and Cnonltion" to
meaningful stimuli such as instructional materials.

Our previous work

investigated the codes and operations that Individuals emplov ir processing Information.

The information beinq orocessed, however, came from

variations in relatively small and meaninqless sets of auditory and stimulus materials. Hill the same models and processes anply when individuals
have to cope with Information that 1s more complex, semantically meaninqful, and approximates textual and Instructional materials in fomat?
The term "coding systems" Indicates that we focus unon the renresentational aspect of Information processing.

What are the different codes

and v/ays that individuals represent or encode the given information? 're
some ways better than others? Do different representational svstems vary
in effectiveness depending upon the form of the input material and the task?
"Coding systems" have become important in coqnitlve psychology for a
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number of reasons.

In the present context they are Important because It

Is the stimulus-as-encoded that the learner reacts to and retains In mwory.

Unless an instructor can be sure that the student encodes the mat-

erials in a wav that is Isomorphic to what the course is trvirni to impart, he will fail in his mission.
"Comprehension" is a slippery tern.
in at least two ways.

For one thinq it is ambinuous

It can refer both to the act of tryinq to make

sense of information or to the result of such an act.

In addition, it

refers to a subjective state or feelinq and also to an obiective assessment of how well an individual has mastered a coqnitive task.
long run we are interested in all of these meaninos.

In the

Put for the short

run our focus is upon how effectively an individual can use the information he has recently acquired.
1.2.

The General Research Plan
We wanted to see to what extent we could use the experimental desiqns

and paradigms from our preceding work on coding systems.

In the best of

worlds, we simply would have been able to use the same naradiqms with only
minor changes needed to accomodate the more complex sorts of stimulus
materials and the longer time oeriods needed for such materials.

To sane

extent, such an "extrapolation" of the earlier work has been carried out,
especially in the work of Wlckelgren, Schaeffer, Keele, and Reicher for
this project.
But such simple extrapolation can carry us only so far.

He still

have to grapple with how to represent the meaningful material—what sorts
of units do we employ, etc.

And the new materials raise new questions,

both methodological and theoretical, that have no counterparts in the

6.
earlier work.

Consequently, a larqe shire of our effort, esneclallv

the work of Hyman and his co-workers, has been and will be devoted tn
the develonnent and testing of novel oaradlqms.
We expected to devote the first vear of this project to a sort
of "tooling up" period.

During this period we would devise and trv-

out various new paradigms.
for further payoffs.
did.

Hopefully some of them would show oromlse

This, In effect. Is what Hyman and his colleaoues

Two of the paradigms showed some promise, but--at the same time—

they also presented us with many technical problems to overcome.

Manv

of these problems result from the sheer complexity of dealing "Uh mmIngful stimulus materials.

Evon very elementarv semantic material has

orders of complexity man« times higher than what we face with our tvnlcal
laboratory stimuli.
We expected to devote the second year of the nrolect to oerfectlnn
the most promising paradigms.

This, too, has In essence been done.

Finally, we honed that t.he third vear would be devoted to fully exnloltIng the best paradigms and to generating empirical findings.
Hopefully, now that the first two years are over, the rest of thf
plan will be fulfilled.
Realistically, the cnmpleted project should result in the usual
product of completed research studies.

Rut, more important, we hone it

will generate some new naradigms that can be emplovcd In the future "o
gain useful information about the instructional process.
1.3.

Some further goals.
He have also devoted much time during the second year, and will con-

tinue this effort during the third year, to devising a framework within
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which to Integrate the various projects In semantic memory both within
our own laboratory and within other laboratories. Our main vehicle for
this purpose has been a continuing seminar organized around the research
goals of the current project. We have been fortunate to have participants
such as Nancy Frost, Princeton University: Baruch Flschoff, from Israel
and now at Oregon Research Institute; and Mickey Rothbart, a Social
Psychologist Interested In cognitive problems.

In the future Art Farley,

who did his dissertation under Newell and Simon at Carnegie-Mellon will
also join us.

Donna Cruse, Oregon State University, who has done work

at the University of Massachusetts and Oregon on the Integration of
Information Is also participating.
One product of this framework, we hope, will be an Integrated summary
of the work being done on semantic memory at various laboratories.
Another goal is to continue our work, begun under the last oroject,
to develop and expand our automated laboratory system for conducting
research In Information processing psychology. The acquisition of the
Prime Computer, which finally arrived In January, will contribute greatly
to this.

Already, with our PDP-9 and PDP-15 computers we have an advanced

facility for conducting a variety of experiments. With the Prime as a
new addition to the system, we should be able to conduct almost any type
of experiment envisaged under the present project.
We wllI be devoting some of our resources during the coming year to
developing the software for the Prime and Integrating this with our
current system based on the existing two computers.

8.
2.0.

CODES AND UNITS

2.1.

The representation Proolaw.
A key problem In trying to dc> research on semantic material Is the

representation problem.
ical aspect.

This problem has both a pragmatic and a theoret-

The pragmatic aspect Is the need to describe or represent

the content and structure of our stimulus materials.

Unless we devise

adequate ways to describe and quantify the stimulus materials, we will
have no way for assessing to what extent. If any, the subjects' outputs
are determined by the presented material.
And, In those cases in which we want to fully assess what the subject has extracted or "ccmprehended", we also have the task of representing or describing his output.
The theoretical question comes from the desire to know how the subject represents or encodes the stimulus Information. What Is It, in
fact, that he Is reacting to? What has he grasped of the material he has
been given? This question Is especially urgent In the present project
because, unlike the simple and nonsense stimulus materials, semantic
material can be encoded and organized by Individuals In almost limitless
ways.
Ideally, both the pragmatic and theoretical representation problem
can be solved with the same system.
not be the sane.

But the two representations need

What Is needed Is a descriptive system for the stimulus

that Is sufficient to capture most. If not all, of the possible variability
that an Individual subject can pick up.
One aspect of the presentation problem deals with the different sorts

. .„...'
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of units that mlqht be used to nrocess the

Information In a stimulus.

For example. In written Instructional material, one could deal with
Individual letters, morphemes. Individual words, phrases and surface
structure units, propositions, sentences, "the-'«?", naraqranhs, etc.
As the preceding example Illustrates, many tvnes of units often
form a hierarchy,

letters are Included In words, words are Included

In sentences, sentences are Included In paragraphs, etc.
types of units have psvcholorjlcal consequences?

Uhlch of thpse

If they all do, how do

the components and the wholes relate to each other?
2.2.

The Ho.d Superiority Effect.
Two dlf ?rent research projects on our contract have heen devoted

to what Is ca'led the "word superiority effect" or "the belcher effect".
The effect Is often called bv the latter name bacause It was Richer,
currently one of our co-lnvestlqators, who both developed the naradlqm
and demonstrated the phenomenon In his dissertation which was nubllshed
In 1969.

Reicher and Harold Hawkins, a visitor from the University or

South Florida, have been actively pursulnq a new set o^ exnerlments
based on this paradigm.

And Janet Polf, under Hyman's direction, has

b««n doing research on her doctoral dissertation on another asnect of
this phenomenon.
The phenomenon was first demonstrated by Reicher in the ^ollowino
situation.

The subject is shown a stimulus for a very brief oeriod of

time (typically, 30 to 50 milliseconds).

The stimulus consists of either

a single letter, a string of unrelated letters, or a word.

Followinq the

stimulus presentation, the subject is presented with a test consisting of

in.
a pair of letters, one nf which was In the precedlnn stlmulu«;.

The suh-

je^t's task Is slmplv to Identic the letter that v-fas 1n the thrmt stimulus.

Reicher found that the subject v.'as more accurate when the letter

to be recognized had been part of a word than when It had been presented
In Isolation or as oart o^ a tneanlnqless set of letters,

^ther exnerinent«;

have replicated this finding several tines.
For our purposes the nhenanenon has Interest because of what 1t
night tell us about how higher order units carry Information about t.helr
components and vice versa.

The ohenonenon and Its accnmnanylnn naradlom

might be another way tr. Investigate the elusive but obviously verv Innortant concent of the "chunk".

In the Welcher oaradlom. It seems falrlv

well established that the effect depends 1n snme wav nn the word belnn
a unitary object.

For example, the effect dlsannears or reverses when

the subject has to Identify which letter occurred 1n a meaningless and
unpronounceable string of letters.
It also seems that the effect can he affected by whether the subject Is focussing upon the Individual letters In the stimulus or unnn
the set of letters as a coherent unit.

In the exnerlment as t^Dicallv

run the subjects tend to encode the entire letter string as a unitary
"chunk" rather than as a set of individual letters (or features).

This

is relatively easy to do when the letter string forms a familiar word
or is pronounceable.

But It is difficult or imnossible to do when the

letter string is a meaningless jumble.
Johnston and McClelland, for example, did the exoeriment under two
conditions.

In the letter condition, the subject was deliberately instructed

to treat the word as a set of individual letters.

To further help him in

n.
this task, he was told In advance which letter In the word would be
tested.

In the word condition, the subject was told to focus on the

word as a whole rather than the Individual letters.

In this latter

condition he was not told which letter In the word would be the test
letter.
accuracy.

Despite this disadvantage, the word condition showed the superior
That is, when the stimulus was, sav, JOIN, and the subject was

told that the first letter was to be tested, he was still less accurate
In recognizing whether the first letter had been "JM or "C" than was a
subject who had been shown ^OIN and told to concentrate on the entire
word.
These same experimenters got the opposite result when they gave
subjects a letter string such as JPRD and then tested them to see If they
could remember If "J" or "C" had been In the stimulus.

Subjects In the

letter condition were now superior to those subjects who were trying to
treat the letter string as a unit.
What sort of a unit or "chunk" Is the word In this condition?

Is It

a visual sort of chunk or code? That Is, does the word form a familiar
perceptual pattern of visual features, letter combinations, or configuration of some sort? Or Is the course of the unit some sort of artlculatory or auditory code. Maybe the subject recodes the perceived string
letters Into some sort of nronounceable sound? Or Is there a pyschologlcal
unit that corresponds to meaningful words as such?
Reicher and Hawkins have devised a variety of experiments to get
at this question.

We do know, for example, that prounceablllty, as

such. Is sufficient to generate the Reicher effect.

But Reicher and
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Hawkins believe that words stm have a "chunk" or cocHnr) effect over
and above simple nrono^inceabnUv.

Indeed, there rav be a nultlnllcltv

of .jdes or chunklnn systems anv, or all, of which mav come Into ulav
in fjiven circumstancf;'-..

It makes sense to sunpose that subiects vill

employ whatever stratonles thev can to simnli^v and unltize the material
before them.

The results of these experiments will be rpnorted In the

next report.
Polf was concerned with another asnoct of the Reicher effect.
Granted that the «ubject chunks the letter strinq into a unit, how does
this unit help him to recoqnize an individual letter that is a component
of tho chunk?

And what is the mechanism by which ho does so?

One possibility that Polf entertained could suoqest that the effect
was ossentially an artefact.

Ho to now, the Reicher effect has boon

demonstrated under conditions in which times tc

^soond were not recorded.

But some investiqators, includina Reicher, have informallv observed that
subjects take more time to respond when the stimulus consisted of a word
than when it was an individual letter.

Perhaos, in nrocessino a word

rather than a letter, the sub.iect simolv rehearses the Individual letters
longer than when he qets a sinqle letter,

tlis subsenuent improvement in

accuracy, then, would not be because the letter was embedded In a meaninqful unit, but because the ;>rocess1nq of the unit resulted in the subject
spending more time on the individu.

letters.

Some indirect evidence about ume to process words would aroue aqainst
the preceding
defense.

.iternretation.

Rut other evidence could be mustered in its

What is needed is a technique that simultaneously takes both

time and accuracy into account.

Fortunately, Mickelaren and his student

-«*"■-
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Adam Reed, nartly supported by the current project, have been develnplnn
a nev/ speed-accuracv paradlqm to sinultaneouslv deal with sneed and
accuracy v/ithin fie sane exnen'ncnt and analysis (see belov/).

^olf ad--"*--

ed thei"' procedure to dealing with how the chunk fad Hates accuracy In
Identlfylnn Individual components.
Incldently, Polfs dissertation Is an ideal example of the type of
cooperative research v/e trv to ep:ourane on proiects such as this.
is doing her dissertation under Hvman's direction.

Polf

The framework in

which her question Is nosed como^ out of the research nronram bei no
persued by Hvman.

But the paradinm that she emnlovs is one developed and

currently being used hy snother investlnator in our proiect, Gerrv Poicher.
And the methodolon.v (which is another paradigm In Its own right) which she
applies is one developed by still another investigator in the oroiect,
Wayne Wickelgren.
In Reicher's original paradigm, tho subject is free to resnond when
he feels ready.

No control nor measure of response time is emolnved.

It Polf's variation, the subject is trained to resnond as fast as "ossible
when he hears a tone.

As in the Peicher naradiom, the subject 1s shown

a target stimulus which might be a single letter, a string of unrelated
letters, or a four letter word.
pair of letters comes on.

/* mask follows the tarnet, then a test

The subiect has to respond, bv nressing one of

two keys, to indicate which of the letters was in the target.

On some

trials, the subject does not know which, the tone to respond mav occur
as soon as 50 milliseconds after the onset of the test pair, or it mav
occur as muc'1 as f-OO milliseconds later.

Polf used eight deferent laos

14,
over this ranao.

rubjectlvelv, the fastest lao occurs too sonn to even

knov,1 v/hat the test letters are, while the longest Ian seems to he nore
than cnouqh time to flo all the mental orocesslnc that one foels necessary.
The subjects have to be traired to resnond as soon as thty hear the tone
regardless of how ready thev feel.
The results of this and a second similar experiment clearlv exclude
the explanation that the Helcher effect Is merelv a matter of sneedaccurac.y tradeoff,

'-'hen the subject takes anywhere from 450 milliseconds

or longer to respond, he Is clearly more accurate In word than In the
letter condition,

'.'hat Is more, the more time he has beyond t-W milli-

seconds, the more his accuracy Improves in the word condition.

This

added time does not he In accuracy, however. In the letter condition.
On the other hand, when tie subject Is forced to resoond In less than a
half-second, he Is more accurate In the letter condition,

^t the verv

shortest laqs, In fact, the subject behaves at the chance level when
forced to resnond In the word condition.

The data sunnest, however, that

the subject Is better than chance for such short laos in the condition.
Polf's results clearly exclude some possible explanations of the
word-superiority effect.
possibility.

But they are still compatible with more than one

Polf Is now runnlnn additional experiments to try and

exclude some of these possibilities.

At the moment, the preferred, but

still tentative, explanation would qo like this.
When the subject receives the test oalr of letters he has already
fully encoded the target stimulus.

In the letter condition, this amounts

to simply having encoded the single letter.

The exnosure duration of the

target Is such that he cannot always encode this letter with complete

..**.._»*•.
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accuracy.

But If he has successfully encoded 1t, his task in the test

situation is simnly to .make a direot natch of the stored tarnet with thp
perceived test letter.

While this takes seme time, it is st^ll a relative-

ly fast operation, one that does not take more than a half-second to
complete.

Thus, increasinq the response time un to half a second will

show improvement in the task, hut qivina the subject any more time will
not help.

This, of course, describes the output function obtained bv

Polf.
In the word condition, the subject encodes the word directly as a
unitary "chunk".
container".
in the word.

This chunk, in the words of Johnson, acts an "opaque

The chunk does not consist directly of the Individual letters
But, if called upon to do so, the subject can recover the

individual letters by a further retrieval operation.
"unpackinq" operation, however, takes time.

This additional

When the subject is forced

to respond faster than 459 milliseconds, he does not have time to fullv
complete his unpackinq and tends to make errors.

The more time he has,

the more accurately he can unpack or decode the word into its constitupnt
letters and check to see which of the test letters is amono them.
With sufficient time, the subject should achieve nerfect accuracy
in this condition (qiven that he knows how to spell) because once he
has the letter strinq encoded as a familiar word, he can relv unon his
previous learninq to infer what the component letters must have been.

The

task in this latter condition is completely process-limited (to emoloy the
terminology of Norman and Robrow).
But the accuracy in the letter condition will denend, ultimately.
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upon how nuch time was qiven to oercelvo the Initial tarnet.

Fv^n with

unlimited time, the nub.ioct cannot Inprnve unon his accuracy If he did
not correctly reqister the letter in the first olace.

In this latter

case, ultimate perfomanco Is data-limited.
The Importance of understand!no the dynamics of what qoos of this
paradigm is not because words as such are inprotant units.

p

ather, we

feel that what qoes on between words and their comnonents can tell us
much about the Interaction of hioher order units and their constitutents
in general.

And this, in turn, we believe will turn out tn he one o^

the crucial issues in understanding what noes on durinn the mastery of
knowledge.
2.3.

Experiments in "sonhisticated encodtftq*.
Other experiments 1n our nro.ioct are aimed at. discoverino the sorts

of units or codes that are emnloyed by skilled Individuals.

Schaeffor

has focussed on the acnuisition and development of higher order codes.
This is difficult tn do with adults who come into the laboratnrv with
much of their coding systems already highly develnned.

One wav to net

around this is to try to create a situation in which the individual has
to deyelop his encoding units right from the start.

To do this, Schaef^er

taught individual subjects a simnle one-to-one correspondence between
Chinese characters and letters of the alnhabet.

First thev memorize the

correspondence to the noint at which, given a Chinese symbol, they can
respond without error bv giving the corresoondinn letter of the known
alphabet.

'Jext they are niven strings of Chinese characters to decode.

The strings are senantically meaningful when decoded into letters of the
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alphabet.
What nakes this seanlngly slnplod-nln'Jpd exnerlment of Interest Is
that the experimenter can use error analyses and interference tasks to
Infer the tyoe and size of unit that the subject Is uslm at various
staqes of his mastery of readlnn with this new code.

At first, 1t 1s

hypothesized, that errors and confusions will conform to visual confusions among the corresnondinq letters of the alphabet.

With nradual

mastery of the task, larger and larger segments of the text in Chinese
characters should be handled as individual units.

At some noint, and

with sufficient practice, the sorts of chunks and confusions should
correspond to what we would observe when an individual reads from texts
written in his native alnhabet.
The major drawback of such an experiment Is that it takes enormous
lengths of tine, months and maybe years, for individual subjects to
achieve sufficient proficiency to oive the sort of results that show
the hierarchy of units.

Consequently, we have to await further develon-

ments to see what emerges from this lonn-range, develoomental anoroach.
Reicher and his colleagues have been annroachinn the issue of
skilled encoding in a different wav.

Actually, thev have been simu1tan-

eously trying a variety of converging aporoaches.

In some cases they

have obtained highly skilled and less highly skilled individuals in the
same task.

One such task was sight-reading in music.

Thev found, in

agreement v/ith the work on chess grandmasters, that the expert in this
task was able to work with chunks of larger size than the no--exDerts.
Simon and others, for example, found that the grandmaster did not excel
in the number of "chunks" or units he could handle simultaneously In work-
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ing memory.

Rv a variety of converqirm onerations 1t can h« shown

that the nrantfriaster and ordinarv masters have the same memorv span-approxlmately 5 to 7 chunks.

Mhat makes tfio difference, howevpr, Is

that the qrandnaster vorks with chunks that contain more in^nmation.
'fe can Illustrate this with a simple experiment that de ^rnnt and
others have conducted,

ß sub.iect Is shown a pattern of pieces on a

chessboard for approximately 5 seconds.

If the oieces represent a

nnsition from an actual chess pane, the nrandmastors can usuallv reproduce the entire pattern without error (usually around ?A nieces).
Ordinary players can net onN about 6 pieces correctly nlaced in such
a task.

But if the pattern of pieces 1s random, then the nrandmaster

and the ordinary nlayer perfom enuivalently--each nettinn annroxi^iatelv
6 correct.

Thus, somethino about his knowledqe and master« of the name

of chess someho''' enables the nrandmaster to operate with units or churi ^
that are of the mapnituHe of 4 oieces each.

A variety of oth^r direct

and indirect arqu^ents and exneriments seems to indicate that it is In
this chunkinq process that the superiority of the qrandmaster lies.
Reicher and his colleagues have shown that it is not just in chess
that such sunoriority of chunkinq is the key to expertise.

The situation

seems to be comoletely narallel with slnht readers when comnared with
musicians who are not expert siqht-readers.

Other evidence suggests that

this Is what underlies skilled oerformance In quality control and other
tasks.
So, one method for studying skilled encoding Is to compare exoerts
with non-experts In the same task.

A paralle1 way is to train Individuals
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on coding orncedures t^at ^ewn to underlie skilled performance.

A third

nethod Is to enplov a task in which most adults are already hlnhlv skilled,
but to control the Input in a variety of ways 1n order to tease out what
the basic units and hierarchies of units actually are.
volved in all of these approaches.

Peicher Is in-

.H the moment, for examole, he Is

devising a method usim the computer-controlled scooe to control both
the size and pace of what his subjects are reading.
Another approach boinq developed bv Reicher Is Insolred by the
frequent reoorts that, for skilled individuals, the appropriate object
they are seeking amidst a collection of homogeneous objects seems to
"pop out" from the background.

In some of their experiments, for example,

the background is composed of letters, while the tarnet Is one or more
letters 1n abnormal orlentatinn (mirror-image, unside down).

With some

practice, the target letter seems to "pop out" almost instantly when
presented with the test array.

Put when the target is a letter or familiar

object innormal orientation against a background of letters which are all
In abnormal orientation, the task Is enormously more difficult.

Hne

possibility is that organisms are conftructed so as to attend to the
unusual or unfamiliar.

And when the background is composed of unfamiliar

elements, the subject has great difficulty In dlsreoardinq It.
This has relevance to extracting meaningful and relevant material
from a larger body of information.

Data have already been collected In

other laboratories that Indicate that such a task is relatively easy when
the material to be abstracted is unfamiliar, but embedded in a familiar
or coherent background.

Rut the task is relatively difficult when the
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relevant material fs fanillar md cohorfnt, but enboddpd 1n a backqrnund
tbat 1s unfamiliar or Incnhoront.
Hur hone 1s that -pursuit of this Issu*? '/Ill nlvo us clues as to bnv
successful Individuals ^re able to attend to lust that nart of a connlex
body of Infomatlon that 1s relevant to th^lr task.
3.0.

THE SPEED-ACCURACY PARADinM
Much of the classical annroach to menorv and verbal learning focusses

upon accuracy of resoondlno.

^ne thlno that dlstlnmnshps the Information

processing approach to nenorv and sirnila»' nroblems Is the focus unon
speed of response.

In the latter approach, sometlnps errors are also

recorded, but only to show that thoy do not mak? much dlffer^nce In the
specific exoerlnient bolnn discussed.
Fron time to time, an Investlqator "'111 urge that wo study the iolnt
operation of sneed and accuracy v/lthin the same oaradlgm.

What Informa-

tion we have sugo^sts that, in many situations, errors and time are interchangeable-- that is, they both reflect difficulty in deal1 no with a task,
if a discrimination is very difficult, the tvolcal subiect will take
longer to make it.

He will also tend to make errors.

Consequentlv, for

many tyoes of exoerimental oaradinms, exnerimenters have treated it as
an arbitrary decision as to whether to use time or accuracy as the denendent variable.
But there are situations and occasions when it seems that sneed 1s
achieved at the exoenss of accuracy.
time vary inversely.

When this is the case, errors and

It can be quite misleading in such cases to use

either time or errors alone to draw conclusions.
avoid wrong conclusions.

Roth are necessary to
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P

'lickelnren and his student Mm

end have been norkinn on hnth tho

practical and theoretical asnccts of a naradinm that would slnultaneouslv
take both speed and accuracy Into account.

The sort of sooed-accuracv

paradlqpi they have found optimal Is one br.sed on the use of an auxlHarv
response slqnal.

'le have described this nrocedure 1n the nrecedlno dis-

cussion of Janet Polf's dissertation.
When properly employed, the technique oener^tes a sneed/accurdcv
tradeoff function.

On the horizontal axis of a oraph, one plots the

total time from onset of test stimulus to subject's resoonse.

Recausp

the subject has been trained to resoond only v/hen the auxiliary slonal
occurs, the experimenter can ensure that he has data ^rom the comnlete
ranqe of intervals that are crucial for undorstandlna the orocessino
stages 1n a qiven task.

n

n the vertical axis, some measure of accuracv--

usuallv d'--is plotted for each resnonse Interval.

The resultinn func-

tion supplies the experimenter with at least three measures, denendlnn
upon the form of the function.
One measure is the intercept.

This corresponds to the time between

the test onset and the subject's response Interval that first shows sions
of being more accurate than chance,

A second measure is the asymptote.

This is the maximum deqree of accuracy that the suMect can achieve even
with unlimited time.

And finally, there is the rate oarameter v/hich In-

dicates how fast the subject goes
accuracy.

f

ron above chance accuracy to maximum

A typical function might show an exponential curve which grad-

ually approaches assymntote.
Wichelqren has drawn several interostinn theoretical observations
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about both this paradigm and its theorc-'tlcal Import.

He has made a

strong arqunent for usinq this naradlqn In most situations In which we
went to study mental operations duHnq the time thev are occurlnq rather
than after they have been completed,

ile has also shown how many previous

experimental findings, a strlklnq examole bemq the well-known Sternberg paradigm and Its findings, are ambiquous because t^y have not
employed a speed/accuracy paradigm.
One unexpected conclusion is that accuracy measures are probably
less subject to biases and distortions than are reaction-time measures.
This Is because reaction time measures are typically collected under
conditions in which subjects are encouraged to be accurate.

Indeed,

the experimenter usually considers it a virtue if the error rate is low
in such experiments.

A low error rate is often cited as the reason

for not being concerned about a possible speed-accuracy confounding.
But as Wickelgren points out, the speed-accuracy function shows that
low error rates coincide with that part of the function where a very
slight difference in errors corresoonds to a huqh difference in response
time.

Thus, with only a few errors, the experimenter might interpret

the

differences between mean times for conditions as being due to

capacity or difficulty, when in fact, it might be due to a willingness
to be less accurate In one condition as opposed to another.

On the

other hand, enormous differences in latency, beyond a certain point,
correspond to very small differences in accuracy.
3.1.

Application of the Speed/Accuracy Paradigm.
The most successful and satisfying apnlication of this paradigm so

far has been Janet Polf's dissertation which was described above.

In
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addition, two of Wlckelqren's students, Barbara Dosher and Albert Corbett have used ths paradlqm 1n their Masters Theses performed under the
sponsorship of this contract.
Dosher used the paradigm to gain information about which of a number
of ways to rep-e-.ent the structure of a proposition coincides with the
way such Information is actually represented in an individual's memory.
She had her subjects learn sets of sentences that consisted of subject,
verb, object, location, and time.

Subjects were then tested with various

combinations of such constituents (say S and B) as cues to see how well
they enabled them to retrieve the rest of the sentence.
Dosher's speed-accuracy functions revealed that context was Indeed
treated separately from the subject-verb-oblect combination.

But the

subject-verb-object combination behaved as a unit in retrieval, contrary
to the model of Anderson and Bower.

Dosher also concluded that her data

were consistent with a continuous buildup of information about the sentence durim retrieval.
Corbett applied the paradigm to test different models of how Individuals learn to classify objects in a quasi-semantic system.

His

students learned a set of patterns that varied 1n whether they were
crosses or i's and in terms of the length of the horizontal and vertical
components.

Ihey learned both a major and minor category in which each

pattern belonged (hierarchial system), labels for the individual items
as well as subordinate and superordlnate categories.

The subjects were

tested both on visual and verbal aspects of the system.

In the perceptual task,
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the subjects cla^i^'fd the n(ittP»"n AS if thev mm pmlovlnr a wlnhted
prototype of the visual features.

This tends to sunnort nattern r^con-

nltion work of Hvnan and Trost, "osnor and Keele, and others.

But the

verbal task suqqested that thev did not carrv over this strateqy to the
figure nari^s.

It could be that the sneed-accuracy task oncouranod two

different strateqies denondino upon the fom of the stinulus naterial.
Corbett 1s pursuinn the dynamics o^ classification svstoms in semantic
wmmfy for his doctoral dissertation.
4.0.

THE I^PPESSIO'I ^fflATI^j TgSK.
We wanted to devise a noneral naradinn that would entbH

us to

investiqate how what the subject already knows influences his encodinn
of new input.
place.

Not that we doubted the fact that such an influence takes

To the contrary, much research qoina hack to Hartlett's 193?

classic on romemberinn and enntinuinq with contenoorary research such as
that by Bransford, Franks and their co-workers leaves no doubt that
what is retained is decisively controlled by how it was encoded.
He wanted to qo bovond the further denonstratinn of somethinn that
we all anree upon.

We wanted to see if we could control sone o^ the

factors that determine the initial enendinq and make differential predictions about the outcome.
One approach to this was flyman's adaptation n^ the innression-formation task.

In this task, the subject is eiyen a descrintion of a

hyoothetlcal Individual and then describes his imnrossion of that individual on a checklist.

The social nsycholooists tvnically concentrate unnn

factors that affect the subject's impression.

Hvman adanted this task

to focus on factors that affect the subiect's memory for the initial
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descn'ntlnn of th*. fndlvfdual.

The Intirest Is not «so much In hew

flccuratelv fm can remomhpr, but rathor 1n tho naturp of the distortions
or errors in memory that occur.

r

ijch errors can be tiserl to Indicate

how ttu subject has ornanlzed and encoded the Initial material.
The rosultlnq naradiim has manv attractive features.

It is casv

to generate nonativo data to Indicate hov tynical sublects react to
different descriptions and cateqory lahnls.

The impression task, itself

encourages the subject to form a coherent omanizatlor of the niven
material without havino to tell him to memorize the material.

As a

further bonus, the imoresslon task nrovides us with information »bout
the subject's initial imnressions or inferrences about the stimulus
material.

Ue can thus conpare subsequent menorv not onlv aqainst the

original stimulus but also aqainst the subject's initial descrintion of
that stimulus.

ft

nd, finally, the subjects toll us that thev eniov the

task and think it is relevant to what thov do in evervdav affairs--make
judgments a out neonle on tho basis of partial information.
Ib/mai renortnd the first exneriment usinn the p?radiqn at the
Tenth Annual Carncqie-Mellon Conference on Coqnition at Vail, Colorado
in June, 1974.

This will be published in the forthcomina book edited

by David Klahr called "Coqnition and Instruction."
4.1.

The ^asic F.xperiment.
The subject is presented with a short descrintion of a hyoothetical

individual.

The description includes three components:

(1) the individ-

ual's name (e.g., Robert Caywood); (2) the individual's occtmational
major (e.n., Accountant); and (3) a short chriracter sketch written abound
10 adjective-traits (such as "withdrawn", "deliberate", act.).

The sub-

iect's task is to form a coherent Imnresslon of v;hat this IndivHual
1s like.

He then describes his Impression by clrcllnn thoso sdiectlves

on a checklist of 91 traits that fit his Impression.

Ho nerforns this

task for three different hypothetical Individuals.
Of the thre-1 descrlotlons, one of the nalrlnns oF nccunr.tlnnal
label and sketch Is chosen to be "annronrlate" and the other two nalrlnns
are chosen to ho "InannrnnHate".

rnnronrlatensss rf the natchlnn was

decided on the basis of normative ratlnqs bv a senarate oroun of ludoes.
Different oroups of si/biects (,it different oairlnos o^ the same set of
sketches and labels to counterbalance specific e^^ccts of a olven lah^l
and sketch.
Followim the Imoresslon task, the subiect Is then toll that we
are also Interested In his memory for the sketches that he road.

His

memory for these sketches is tested bv nlvlnn him the list of ^1 adlecUves.
He 1s f}1ven the name and occupational label of one of the descriptions (o.n.,
Pobert Caywood, the accountant).

He then noes throunh the list of adjectives

and Indicates which ones he believes were In the on'olnal sketch of f!avwood.
For each adjective he Indicates not only his judqment, but also his denreo
of confidence in that judgment.

Essentially, this amounts to a ratinn of

each adjective from "1" (verv confident that it was in the sketch) throunh
"6" (very confident that it was not in the sketch).
The nuroose of the first exoeriment usino this naradiqm was to look
at the effects of discrenancv

f

rom sterectvne uoon reconnitirm memorv.

In the annronrlate matchinq of catenop' to sketch, we would exnect a hinh
"hit rate"--that is a strnnq tendency to rate hin^ those adjectives that
were ^ctüallv in the sketch.

At the s.ime time, however, we would exnect
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a stronn "false alam rat^'^-that 1s a stronn tpndf?ncv to also ratp
high adjectives that were not In tjho sketch but which are consistent
with the sterootvpe that noes with the cateaorv lahol.
Whin the catenorv label was qrosslv "n"snatched tn the character
sketch, v/e expected to observe both a low "hit rate" ^slnce the category label no longer helps to sunnest which adjectives are relevant)
and a low "false alarm rate" to objectives that are related to the catPgory label (because the subject nrobablv remembers that this Individual
was not typical of accountants, etc).
The most Interestlnn case ^or our predictions was when the label
was only mildly Inappropriate.

M

pre we honed that the mismatch would

not be too oovlous, encouranlnn the subject, Instead, to nenerate a
coherent Impression that Integrated label with sketch,
most memory distortion to occur In this case.

"e pxpected

Here we expected the

impression of the sketch to be assimilated to the cateaorv label.
Whereas in the case of the qrosslv Inanoronrlate label, we exnected a
contrast, rather than an assimilation effect.
The experiment, thus, predicted different sorts of memorv for
three different degrees of appropriateness.

The exne-riment bailed

in helping with this prediction because, in fact, It turned out we had
effectively just two levels of appropriateness--- an appropriate match
and a mildly inanpronriate match.

Indped, it is nuite difficult to

generate a sketch and a label that most of our suhiects cannot inteorate
into some sort of a plausible imnrpsslon.
As expected, apnrooriate labels tender' to reinforce the tendenev to
fdlse-alarm to adjectives that fit the stereotype that oo with the label.
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When pobert Caynüod, v.,lin«!e sketch Is annronriate to th(» jmnr* o* an
accountant, Is laMlorl as an accountant nur suMects tewted to falsolv
remember that he was described as "mathematical", "careful", "consistent",
"methodical", "precise", "systematic", and "economical" much more *rpu

quently than when the same sketch was labeled as that of a "Social

ork"

or "Lawyor" major.
Howeyer, our results make it clear that we cannot simply conclude
that memory Is distorted to fit the label.
conclusion in at least two wavs.

'Je have to ntialifv such a

^nn "-ay is that distortion occur

mainly when the label is aopropriate.

An aopronriate label tends to

encourage false recoqnition of ad.lectives that are consistent with the
label.

But inannropriate labels, in aeneral, do not encourape false

recognition.

There is little overall tendency to ^alsely recoonize

adjectives that are related to the label when it is inannropriate.
Accuracy of recoonition, as determined by the relative ability to
discriminate correct adjectives from related foils, is just about
equivalent for the annronriate an'! inannronriate labelim conditions.
In the Inaporopriato condition, there are fewer false alarms, but there are
also fewer hits.
The nrecedinq conclusions are correct when we averane over the
three different sketches.

But they must he further nualified because

of specific interactions between particular sketches and particular
labels.

One of the sketches, "Robert Cavwood", was written to be

compatible with the stereotype of "Accountant".

The major effect for

this sketch occurs v/hen the appropriate label is assioned to It.

This

enhances stronqly the tendency to falsely remember ("avwood as havino

i.^
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been described as "systematic", etc.

At the samp time, when assinned

the label of "Social "ork", or "Lav/yer", no tendencv emsroed to falselv
recognize adjectives relevant to either o^ these latter two labels.
The sketch "Decker" was written to bo comnatible with the stereotype of "lawyer".

The major nemorv distortion that took nlace with

this sketch was when it ».'as asslaned to the cateoorv "Social "ork".
This latter label stronnlv enhanced the tendency to false!" remember
that Decker was described as "charitable", "^riendlv", etc.
The third sketch, Tlemlni", was written to bo comnatible with
the stereotyoe o^ "Social Work".

Here we found that the annlication of

the appropriate label reduced the tendency to falselv remember adjectives
aopropriate to an accountanL.

In addition, asslonlnq the label "Lawer"

to Fleminq Increased the tendency to falsely reconnize such adjectives
as "persuasive", "aqnresslvo", etc.
In short, the label does make a difference In reconnition memory.
The specific effects of the label, however varies with the sketch and
the label.

The sketch for Caywnod differs most fron the other two

sketches on a number of indeoendent and normative measures.
reason, it is probably most difficult

For this

f

.ir the subjects to perceive

Caywood as a plausible lav/yer (he 1s described as "withdrawn" and "distant")
or a plausible social worker (also because of his anti-social traits).
As a result It is possible to distort both the impression and nemorv for
Caywood tov/ards the imaoe of a withdrawn, meticulnus, conmilslve individual by appropriate labels, hut It 1s nrohahly difficult to distort the
image of Caw/ood tov/ards the generous and warm stereotvne n* the Social
Morker or the extroverted and forceful image o^ the Lawyer.

;^^E=^^=;^:-.-

.

The -.ketch

liB I

111!

an.
for Flemlnq descrlho«; his warn and qpnerou«; «social tnidencift«;.

CaTIinn

him a social worker confirms these tendencies and contrasts them with
the cold and niqoardlv imaqe of the accountant.

Lahelinn Fleming an

accountant does not make it easy to assimilate his nood-nuv nicture to
the socially neqative traits that form the stereotype of an accountant.
But there is no incompatibility of beino socially oositive and beinn
aggresively persuasive, even thouqh these two miqht not be hiohlv associated.

Consequently labellinq Flemino as a Lav/yer mak^s it easv to

attach to his existinq imaqe the traits of a lawyer.
Additional findinns from the imnression task add to these results.
Almost all of the effects vie find on t,it: recoqnition test are found in
the impressions as indexed by the check list.

This findinq excludes

the oossibility that wo are dealinn with a bias that is induced by the
label at the time of recoqnition testinq.

Because the impression task

occurs immediately after initial exposure to the sketches, the evidence
is that the memory effects are due to the initial encodinn of th^ sketches
and not to subsequent effects of the label at testina.

Further analyses

(analysis of convariance and related tests) indicate that the imnression
is not the cause of the recoqnition memory, but is, itseK, a donendent
variable which is also affected by the initial encodinn.
4.2.

Subsequent experiments with the Paradigm.
We conducted two additional experiments within this naradinm.

are identical to the basic experiment with only minor chanqes.

Hoth

Tn the

second experiment, we insetted a free recall task in between the imnression
and recoqritlon memory tasks are basically the same as for the first
experiment.

The recall data tend to show the same results as do the
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recognition Hata.
Tho third exnerlnent attempted to emphasize the effect of thp la^ol.
It did so bv first having the suMect form his Impression to the Individual first on the basis of the label alone before he was shown th"
character sketch.

Again, the results slmnly confirm those of the

previous two exneriments.
4.3.

Additional vtariatinns.
We tried a number of variations on the basic paradigm,

is that our Initial sketches were internallv consistent.

^ne reason

Aoainst such

a homogeneous set o^ 10 descriptors, the category label—esneelallv
when inappropriate, was relatively impotent.

The label effects while

highly consistent and significant were quite small relative to the hunh
effects due to the overall sketch effects (we also had normative data
on the impressions generated bv the sketches in i-.olation from the
labels).

A more fruitful approach, we reasoned, was to create incon-

sistency within the sketch Itself.
He created a new naradlqm to do lust this.
we completed was done as follows.

Hne of the exnerinents

The sub.iect Is given a coherent and

homogeneous character sketch of a hvnothetlcal individual.

As in th"

previous experiments, the subject'forms an imnression and describes
it by means of a check list.

Then we supplied the suMect with additional

information about the oiven individual.
the form of a character sketch.

Tho new information is also in

But half of the new information is

consistent or "appropriate" to the orioinal information and hal^ is not.
He then have the subject form a revised imnression of thp hynothetical
individual.

Finally, we have him indicate his memory ^or all the adjectives
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used to describe the Individual In a recoqnltion test.
The subjects tend to give the sane ratings (have the saire "hit
rates") for both the consistent and Inconsistent 1nformat1on in the second
sketch.

Rut the false alarm rates ^or associated foils are oulte dl^fprent.

The subjects have hlnh false alarm rates for foil«; that are consistent
v/lth the Initial sketch; thev have low false alarm rates for adjectives
that are related to the Inconsistent Information.
This indicates that tho subjects encode consistent information in a
hiqhly qenoric v/av.

Tf the hvnothetical individual was initialIv described

as socially outqoinn and warm, they will encode a consistent adjective
such as "charitable" as simnlv con^iminq th§ "qood-quv" imaqe.

In later

recognition testinq they will not onlv tend to correctly recoanize "charitable1, but also "friendly", "helnful" and other adjectives that were
not in the sketch hut which are consistent with the "qood-quy" imaqe.
Rut if the hypothetical Individual had Initially been described as socially
withdrawn and calculating, thev will tend to encode the now-inconsistent
adjectives such as "charitable" in a,hiqhly specific wa" to nakp it compatible with what they already have learned.

In this second case "chari-

table" will not be encoded as consistent with a "good-guy" imaae, but
rather something soecific might be extracted such as a man who donates
to charities In order to gain an Income tax benefit.

In this latter

case there will be no tendency to confuse, in later recoonition, the
memory of "charitable" with foils such as "friendly", "generous", etc.
5.0.

Loading data bases.
The question we keen asking in relation to our nroject 1s:

how
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doc«; what you already know affect your ability to d^al with neu, rfWant
infomatlon? Thn connlenentarv question 1<;:
affect v/hat you alreadv know?

how does the new In^omatlon

The difficulties In exnerlmentallv Invost-

Ifjatinn these questions Include the awesome task of adeni:atelv snec1fv1no
the Initial data base that the subject brlnas with hin to the task.
In our initial proposal for this nro.ject, the basic strateqv for
dealing with this problem was simple 1n nrlnclple.

He would construct

artifical, but semantlcallv meaningful, data bases renresentlnn small
sec^ients of a oossible knowledge system.
bases into our subjects' memories.

Me would then "load" such data

To the extent, we succeeded in such a

direct implantation, we could then nroceed with various experimental tasks
which could confidently assume a known data base.

The Initial data baso

could be varied in a varletv of ways and the new infomatlon to be mastered
could be varied correspondinqly to bear specified relationships to the
data b'ise.
Durinn the first year of the oro.iect, Hvman, Dnlf, and ''eddoll tried
to implement this naradirim and test its efficacy,
experiments.
here.

"e comnleted three

The second experiment, which is typical, will be described

The data base, consisted of a set of names ("objects").

Fach

name was characterized bv its value or property on one of four dichntnmnus
attributes (occupation, qeoqraphical oriqin, hobby, and attitude towards
a political issue).

The information about the hypothetical individuals

was embedded within a nrose narrative about a torn called ni.ion.

Fach

subject read the narrative at his own nace and in his own way with the
goal of master!no all the information about each individual.

_- _:,^n

: 1,1
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'/lien the subject felt ready, his "Mstery of ths r-Mt^Hal was tpstnd.
The tost consisted of his belnq able to corrpctly recall all four oronerties about a nivcn Individual when presented "/1th his name.

*fter the

sulvject had successfullv demonstrated his mastery of the data base hv
this criterion, he "/as then allov/eH to enter the exner1m«»ntal nhase n^
the study.

The exoerlnontal testlnq consisted of elqht senarate exoerlmental

sessions spread over an approximately two-week period.
A session consisted of trials on which nalrs of names were dlsnlayed
on the cathode screen controlled by the PDP-IS.

For anv plven session

one attribute v/as deslqnated as the target for that day.

For example,

If the tarpet was "occupation^, the subject v/as to respond "same" (bv oressInq a key) whenever the oalr of names v/as the same with respect to occupation.

Otherwise he pressed the key Indlcatlnq "different",

"e wore

interested in the extent to which the suh.iect could respond to the pair
on the basis of occupation without belnq affected bv the other properties
on which the same pair of names could be same or different.

As expected,

on the basis of pilot data and from our extrapolations fron somewhat
related studies, the sneed to say that two names were the same on a tarnet
attribute v/as stronnly affected by the number of non-tarqet attr1^"!t«»f
that the pair of names were the same on.

For example, reaction time to

say that a pair of names was same on "occupation" was fastest when the
pair was also the same on the non-tarqet attributes of qeonranhy, hohbv,
and attitude.

It v/as next fastest when the two names shared

three of the non-tarqet prooerties.

two out of

It was slowest for the case in which

the two names did not share any of the non-tarqet attributes.

■?-■-•
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These data sutiqested that the sublects could not stlectlvely
retrieve just that Information that was relevant to the qiven task
for the session.

f>ne nosslhle model was that durino Initial masterv

of the data base, the suhlects stored a list of the properties with
each name,

'fhen they had to compare two names on a qiven nrnnertv,

they did so by retrlevlnn the entire list of prooertles with each namo
and then searchinq throuqh the prooertv lists In a fixed order reoardless of the qiven tarqet.

Even with practice lastlnq over elqht sessions,

the subjects did not seem to achieve the Ideal of selpctlve retrieval
in this task.
As It stands, this findina stronqlv implicates the orqanization of
the data base durlnq initial leamlnq as the strona, almost InflexiMp,
determiner of how the information Is r?triev?d and used in subsequent
tasks.

Further confirmation of this viewpoint occurred whnn one nf

our subjects showed, riqht from the start, no effect of the non-tarqet
attributes in makinq her natches.

^n inquiry, we discovered that this

anomalous subject had orqanlzed the material differently from the others
durinq initial leamlno.

The other subjects all »>mnloved a learninq

strategy that associated all four nronertles tooether with the anoropriate nane.

Put this deviant subject had learned the infometinn about

which names had a qiven property separately for each attribute.

She first

mastered the information on qeography by creation an alnhabetized list
of all those who lived in the Rast.

*;he then memorized that list.

She

had only half the list of names to learn because she could infer that
anyone who did not live In the East must live in the West.

'Vice she had

mastered the Information about qeoqranhy, she then Independently learned
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who were the Farmers on the occupational attribute.

In a like manner

she learned the Information about the other two attributes.
We checked this out In a subsequent experl'nent In which we brought
back all of the subjects In the orlqlnal experiment after a laose of
two weeks. Me now employed an experimental task aimed at determlnlnn to
what extent the subjects had the property Information for each name
stored it a tlnqle list or as a bunch of Indenenrfent associations (to
put It dlfferentl.Vt to what extent was the Information stored by name
or by attribute). On earth trial, the subject was qlven a narw» and a
single property.

He had to respond as fast as possible with a "ven" If

that property was true of that name.

For all the subjects nxcent our

deviant one we found that the speed of responding to any one property
for a given name was highly correlated with the speed of responding
to any other property for that name.

This further demonstrated that

our deviant subject was deviant In that she did not have the Information
about a given subject all stored In one place.
A further finding was that this deviant subject showed the most
forgetting over the two week period.
Me tried to do further experiments to deliberately manipulate the
way In which subjects organized the Initial dsta base.

But, In addition

to many technical problems, we found It Impossible tn force a given
organizational strategy upon our subjects.
To our surprise the difficulty with this paradigm was not In the
"loading" phase, «e could, with patience, load rather elaborate data
bates Into i subject's memory. Our major problems Involved Inadequate
tools for constructing data bases and an overwhelming complexity In trying
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to counterbalance for the various

POS^IHIO

confounfUno factor«;,

"o

cere also dlsmaved bv the unexnectedly complex data analyses renuir^d.
Ue set this paradlqm aside and went on to other work while trvlnn to
reconsider how to Implenent the orlqlnal plan.
5.1.

Nominal and Relative Data Bases.
In retrospect, some of our prohlens with the Initial exoerlments

stemed from the lack of sophisticated descriptive tools,

^ur data

base, whIU1 fairly complex with resnect to typical learnlnn exnerlments,
were still semantically verv primitive.

Our entire data base could be

viewed as set of nominal propositions.

That Is, each molecule of Infor-

mation consisted of an object (a name) and the attribution o* a nropert«.
Me call such a system "nominal" (after Froderlksen) because it serves
to Identify sach object In terms of a classification or attribution without dlrectlv Unklm any object In the system with another oMect.

What-

ever organization Is created In such a system depends unon objects having
shared properties.

Such Hnkaqes are indirect, occurrlnq throun11 the

possession of common elements.
As contrasted with nominal propositions, relative propositions speclfv
a direct relation between two objects.

If we say that X Is the father of

Y, for examplev we have a relative proposition

that specifies a linkaae

of a particular sort between the objects X and Y.

For the sorts of questions

that wo were trying to ansv/er in our oriqinal experiments, we felt we
would gain much more newer by employing both nominal and relative propositions
within the same experiment.

Accordingly we have devised a set of new para-

digms that are somewhat more sophisticated versions of the earlier paradigm.
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The new experlnents differ from thf» earlier ones In a nunber of crucial
ways.

In one sense, thev are much less comolex.

In the data base and fewer attributes,

'»e emnlov ^ewer oblects

fin the other hand, we load the

data base Into a subject's nemory In two staqes.

Wo first create, for

example, a data base from nominal propositions (a lexicon).

Oüce thn sub-

ject has mastered the first data base, we then teach him a new set of
propositions Involvlnq the sane objects.

The new set nf pronosltlon«;

ar« relative, specifying direct relationships between pairs of nhjects
In the Initial data base (the relational system).
The experimental task consists of havlnq the subject verify as "true"
or "false" new oroposUlons Involvlnq the objects In the data base.

The

new propositions are all relative, sppclfvlnq relatlo.is bptween th* nbiects
In the lexicon which may be true or false.

The subject can verl^v a pro-

position by uslnq only the Information <Tom the relational svstem.

Mhat

we are Interested In Is the extent to which he also uses Information from
the Initial data base to verify the statements.
5.2.

Family relationships.
In one paradigm, the subject first learns, for each of a set of names,

the sex and age (male or fenwile; age 30 or 5).

The names are all neutral

In gender so that they do not s-?rve as a cue, (for example, "Chris", "Pat",
"Dana", etc.).

Once he learns the nominal data base of sex and ane, he

then learns new Information about the Individuals In the data base—namely
who Is related to whom and In what way.

For example, he may be told that

Chris and Kim are the parents of Pat and Dana.

He Is told a similar rela-

tionship system for the other four names In the data base.

This Informa-

tion, along with the subject's knowledge of kinship systems and his masterv
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of the or.ginal data basis snould be sufficient for the subject to answer
such questions as:
and

Pat Is the husband of

? Pat 1s the father of

? Dana is the daughter of

and

? To be

sure, the subject Is tested on all. possible palrwise relationships
between members within a family.
Ihe experimental test consists of giving the subject statements
such as "Chris Is the father of Jan".
as possible with "True" or "False".

He has to respond as rapidly
We look for the differences in

saying "False" to statements in which the two individuals share zero,
one, or both properties of age and sex.

If the subject's are using

the Information "associatively" (on one model, for example) we would
expect thr reaction time to say "different" to be slowest when the
two names (the subject and object) share two properties (they would be
stored together in the lexicon).

On the other hand If the subject is

using the information "semantlcally", we would expect the subject to
be slower in saying different when the two names are different m age
(because this 1s semantlcally possible, but semantlcally impossible
when the two names are the same age).
5.3.

Friendship relationships.
The relation of friendship differs from kinship relation in several

ways.

It can be reciprocal; it does not order the names In any systematic

manner; etc.

In a second set of experiments Wä employed this reaction

instead of kinship.

The nominal data base consists of names and two

properties associated with each name—height and geographical origin.
On«e this nominal system is mastered, the subject then learns which subsets
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of Individuals are friends to one another.

In these experiments we always

use the friendship relation as symmetrical.

If X is a friend of Y» then

i is a friend of X.
with these alterations, the experiments are otherwise parallel in
all details.
4.

Some tentative findings.
Because these new experiments have just been initiated we have only

some tentat^v data to report.

When the relational system is learned

at a separata time from the nominal system, for example, we find that,
on the average, verification latencies to relational propositions are
not influenced in any systematic manner by the Information in the nominal
data base.

This ability to compatmentalize the two systems could be

due to their having been learned at separate times or because the two
sorts of systems generate organizational structures that can be kept
separate from one another.
On the other hand, we find that subjects cannot react selectively
to comparisons based on one of the nominal attributes without being
affected by information from the other nominal attribute.

This effect,

however, is different from what we would have predicted from the sort of
associational model we found compatible with *he earlier experiments.

If

the subject, for example, has to decide if a pair of individuals is the
same or different on height, the decision is facil tated—regardless if
it 1s positive or negative—when the two names are the same In geographical
origin.

This finding is synwetrical.

Subjects make faster comparison?

on geography if the two names are the same in height.
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The finding Is compatible with a model that says that the first name
'f a given pair serves as an entry point into the Memory structure.

The

subject then starts to look for information about the second name at the
same address.

If the other name happens to be stored at the same location

(shares other nominal properties) the retrieval and comparison is relatively
fast.

If not, the response is slowed down.
We are planning to better control the way the subject has the nominal

data based organized by teaching directly a spatial organization for the
data base.

One situation, for example, will involve a data base on which

names are arrayed on a two-dimensional geographical grid.
be taught the data base in terms of this grid.

Subjects will

We can then test to Sie

if in fact the underlying memory structure has either or both the topological and metric properties implied by this organization.

We then can

test the implications of superimposing upon this spatial organization a
relational system such as the family or friendship systems.
6.0.

EXTENSIONS.
The data bases discussed in the preceding section are still relatively

primitive.

Both the nominal and relational systems employed are all

stative systems—that is sets of propositions that identify objects in
terms of static classifications, attributes and dispositions, and static
relationships to each other such as friendship dad kinship.

Such data

bases correspond to part of what is termed "semantic memory" and to "subjective lexicons".

Of more interest will be the investigation of how

such semantic memories operate in dealing with episodic events and vice
versa.

For this latter purpose we will have to introduce action systems

and locative-temporal sy

ms,

That is, we will want to specify or
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describe episodes Involving actions between individuals in the data
base that occur in particular places and times,
6,1.

Other directions
We have been considering other directions.

We are Interested in

pinning down experimentally different contextual effects.

We especially

are Interested in using information processing procedures to determine
at what point in the attempt to comprehend materials the context enters
the picture.

Tram Neill, in collaboration with Hyman, is investigating

the use of opposltes and synonyms for this purpose.

We have found a

scattered literature, that does not seem to Involve communication between the separate investigators, that seems to Indicate that under some
conditions opposites behave like synonyms and under other conditions
they do not.

Because we feel that this may be a context effect, we plan

to see if we can bring some order into this area.
In relation to this preceding project, we also plan to study the
influence of attention in encoding o£ new material.
Hyman has been studying the effects of prior information and preconceptions on creative achievement and Innovation, on comprehension,
and on gullibility.

The distinct possibility exists that all these

phenomena depend upon the same underlying psychological processes
(Inference mechanisms that go beyond the given data in order to "make
sense" out of them).

This work has just begun.

It is related, at a

theoretical level, to the problems of chunking discussed earlier in
this report.
Finally, as Indicated at the beginning of the report, we are pursuing our development of

framework around which we hope to integrate
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the information in the new field of semantic memory,
7.0.

WICKRLCREN AND Hi: STUDENTS^
We have already discussed the development of the speed-accuracy

paradigm and its theoretical justification by Wlckelgren.

We have also

described the applications of this paradigm by two of Wlckelgren's
students, Barbara Dosher and Albert Corbett.

Wlckelgren has also been

very productive in developing and testing theoretical models both in
classical and semantic memory.

In classical memory, he has been develop-

ing his single-trace theory and showing Its superiority to the previously
prevalent dual-trace theory (which separates memory into separate components of short and long term memory).

The new single trace theory

attempts to explain many memory phenomena In terms of two closely coupled
properties of the trace—strength and fragility, both of which decline
with time in storage.

Wlckelgren has tested Important implications for

this new single trace theory upon learning and forgetting under alcohol
and in terms of the effects on age.

These tests and the underlying

theory will be included In a series of publications.
in the realm of semantic memory, Wlckelgren has published a theoretical paper that classifies various proposltional representations of memory into three basic types—relational, predicate, and operational
grammers.

He argues from a theoretical point of view against the first,

even though this is probably the most popular among current systems to
represent semantic memory.

He theorizes that the second is character-

istic of left-hemisphere thinking, while the third is characteristic of
right-hemisphere thinking.

Wlckelgren's pupil, John Winkelraan has theo-

retically examined and evaluated four representational systems for

^_L
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kinship systems in terras of their ability to adequately deal with reasoning
processes,

I

He shows that the currently popular systems are inadequate

and suggests that an albebraic system, which he devised, is superior for
many purposes.
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